Virtual Supply List
6th grade

3 prong folder or binder to keep agenda sheets (given out when you picked up your computer) for assignments. There is an online calendar in Canvas, but you may want a paper one as well, especially if your Internet is unreliable.
If the class is not listed, there are no supplies needed for virtual.

English 6 and Reading 6:
1 - 1.5" binder with notebook paper (to be shared for English 6 and Reading 6)
3 - dividers
1 - composition book for Reading 6
1 - composition book for English 6
Red ink pen for English 6

Math 6:
1 - 1" binder with notebook paper
3 dividers
1 - Scientific calculator
1 - composition book
If possible, download the Desmos Scientific Calculator for Math 6 to your phone or personal tablet. (After download, you won't need Internet access to use it.) Cannot be downloaded and saved to the Chromebook.

Science 6:
1 - 1" 3 ring binder with notebook paper
8 dividers
1 pkg hole reinforcements

History 6:
1 - 1" 3 ring binder with notebook papers
8 dividers
1 - composition book

Required for ALL core subjects listed above:
pencils scissors
pencil sharpener highlighters
colored pencils folder for planner sheets
glue sticks

PE/Health
- 1" binder with notebook paper
- Dividers

Keyboarding for 6

Art 6
- 1 composition/spiral notebook
- 1 black Sharpie marker
- heavy duty foil
- 1 10-count or larger washable markers
- Headphones (not wireless) that can be plugged into chromebook

**Career Investigations and/or Agriculture**

- Headphones (not wireless) that can be plugged into chromebook
- Paper and pencils

- 124 count or larger colored pencils
- Scissors
- Pencils
- 1 12" ruler
- Crayola washable watercolors
- 1 Brush Value Pack All Media paint brushes ($4.47 @ Walmart)
- 2oz Apple Barrel Acrylic Paint in the following colors: crimson, cobalt blue, real yellow, black, white
- Canson Mix Media Spiral notebook blue cover

(9x12; aqua)
Virtual Supply List
8th grade

Planner to keep seven classes of due dates and assignments straight. There is an online calendar in Canvas, but you may want a paper one as well, especially if your Internet is unreliable.

If the class is not listed, no supplies were requested for virtual.

**English 8 and Reading 8:**
1--3 subject spiral notebook

**Math 8:**
1--1.5" binder with notebook paper
Download the Desmos **Scientific Calculator** for Math 8 to your phone or personal tablet. (After download, you won't need internet access to use it.) Cannot be downloaded and saved to the Chromebook.

**Algebra I:**
1--1.5" binder with notebook paper
Download the Desmos **Graphing Calculator** for Algebra I to your phone or personal tablet. (After download, you won't need internet access to use it.) Cannot be downloaded and saved to the Chromebook.

**Science 8:**
1 composition notebook
**Scientific calculator.**

Students taking specific classes: (Only purchase for the classes on your schedule.)

**PE/Health:**
- 1" binder with notebook paper
- Dividers

**Digital Applications:** headphones (not wireless)

**Spanish:** Composition Book with sewn in pages (not a spiral bound)
Colored pencils
Glue sticks
Scissors
Pencils or pens
Optional: stick-on tab dividers
Art 8:

1 composition/spiral notebook
1 black Sharpie marker
1 black Sharpie ultra fine-point pen
Black embroidery floss
Large needles
Liquid washable glue (NOT glue sticks!)
Cardstock in a variety of colors (multi-color packs can be purchased at Walmart)
1 10-count or larger washable markers
1 24-count or larger colored pencils
1 12” ruler
1 12-count or larger oil pastels
scissors
pencils
1 oversized eraser
Crayola washable watercolors
1 Brush Value Pack All Media paint brushes
($4.47 at Walmart)
8 oz Apple Barrel Acrylic Paint in the following colors: Crimson, Cobalt Blue, Real Yellow, Black, White
Canson Mix Media Spiral notebook (9x12; aqua blue cover)